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Abstract  

Developing interoperability is a major issue in collaborative processes. For instance, 

interoperability is crucial for collaborative processes focused on crisis or healthcare-system 

management. Partners have to interact trustingly and efficiently. They need to share data, 

knowledge, best practices, resources and skills in terms of confidence, quality of exchanges 

and response times. They also need to be sure of the relevance and quality of their roles and 

actions throughout the process to achieve a desired outcome (crisis resolution, appropriate 

medical surgery, etc.) In this context, it is worthwhile trying to detect and solve 

interoperability problems prior to the execution of the process. This work focuses on 

interoperability in healthcare processes for complex patient assistance (diabetes, 

cardiovascular accidents, etc.), where different actors need to interoperate. The purpose is to 

show an approach for highlighting potential interoperability problems that can occur in a 

given process, with the support of formal verification techniques. 

Keywords 
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1. Introduction 

Various research works in recent years focused on improving the technical methods, 

organization and tools for enhancing the social, medical, ethical and financial performance of 

health care processes for complex patient assistance [1] [2] [3]. The complex patient 

assistance consists of a set of activity requiring the interaction of different human means 

(medical, technical, social), different material means, numerous files, drugs (with possible 

drug interaction), therapeutic protocols to treat chronic diseases (i.e., long term) or else, 

complex pathologies. Precisely, in such processes, different actors work together and interact 
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to support patients, i.e., dependent, elderly persons requiring medical, social and personal 

monitoring to assist them in their everyday life. These actors come from different professions 

(nurses, doctors, ambulance staff, specialists...). They often belong to different organizations 

and may be in competition (professional, liberal, private or public sector). While activities 

throughout the patient management process can be clearly identified, their way of performing 

these activities using, for instance, technical resources or drugs, and the way they comply with 

the medical rules and constraints to be respected, impact the patient's situation, family and 

work, and the specific activities of other caregivers and healthcare professionals. In that sense, 

it is desirable to be able (1) to describe and model the healthcare process, and (2) to detect and 

solve potential problems prior to its execution. Among potential problems, interoperability is 

a crucial aspect in processes [4] within several stakeholders are involved and share 

documents, knowledge, activities, resources and studying the interoperability of stakeholders 

can improve their capabilities to anticipate the occurrence of frequent problems [5] [6]. In the 

same way, it can allow stakeholders to avoid breaking the collaboration, and eliminate serious 

“gaps” regarding to the desired outcomes of their activities.  

Thus, interoperability management in healthcare processes can be considered as beneficial in 

each dimensions mentioned above as it is defined and applied in various fields of application 

over the last two decades [7] [8] [9].  

The purpose of this paper is to present and illustrate the application of an approach for 

highlighting potential interoperability problems in a healthcare process with the support of 

two formal verification techniques. Based on the fact that 1) the formalization of the processes 

is profitable as well as 2), the formal verification to assist stakeholders to identify possible 

problems (e.g. bad resource allocation) in confidence is useful, the paper attempts to provide 

an approach to evaluate process model from the interoperability point of view. The 

application of such approach is based on three major assumptions: 

First, the process model is provided by an expert and is considered as complete regarding to 

verification objectives. 

Second, the requirements’ checking (e.g. requirements provided by National Authority for 

Health’s certification and stakeholders) is performed by an external expert. The proposed 

approach focuses on interoperability requirements description and verification to facilitate the 

verification of requirements that remain difficult to verify due to complexity of the model, 

time to verify or potential effects of a wrong verification result. In no case the approach has 

the pretention to verify all requirements. 



Three, the approach focuses on organizational interoperability. Conceptual and technological 

barriers can be also considered and the paper presents how the corresponding requirements 

are described without detailing the proof technique to be applied. 

Lastly, this work has been applied on various case studies such as crisis management 

(ISYCRI: Interoperability of SYstems in CRIsis situation, ANR-06-CSOSG). As mentioned 

in [33], a crisis context requires “different actors from different organizations to work 

simultaneously in a hurry and their ability to coordinate their actions is an essential point to 

reach their common goal: crisis reduction”. In such a context, activities, resources, 

information are continuously coordinated, synchronized, exchanged and shared and the 

inaccurate, trustworthy and fast identification of a problem related to these interactions during 

the crisis resolution can lead to a degradation of the situation. In another context, but 

involving several actors that have to interact trustingly and detect potential problem as early 

as possible to implement relevant correctives actions, the here described application was 

carried out in a project aiming to develop a platform of services (Design of the platform of 

services for Home Hospitalization with the society 3G Santé) for assisting complex patient 

care. So, this article focuses on the use of the proposed approach on a real case study from 

health care systems management domain. The goal of this platform is to help healthcare 

stakeholders to coordinate and optimize the available means and resources to ensure global 

assistance. This global assistance is deployed trough a collaborative process. Thus, the care 

assistance is a complex field in which interoperability is fundamental for various reasons: 

 Medical reasons - it is necessary to manage and to improve quality and safety of care 

assistance. 

 Technical reasons –to generalize the use of medical technology, and share medical data. 

 Organizational reasons – multiple roles and multidisciplinary or multi professional skills 

required for care assistance make its implementation complex. 

 Standardization/legal reasons - recent laws or standards [10] [11] recommend or impose 

the implementation of a specific device/plan/architecture. 

After this brief introduction, research works within healthcare systems engineering field are 

presented and discussed. The different steps of the approach deployed in healthcare sector, the 

related concepts and the tools used to set up the approach are presented in section 3. Section 4 

presents the application of the approach on the collaborative process. The fifth section 

discusses the benefits, the limitations and possible extensions of the approach.  



2. Healthcare systems engineering using formal approaches: position 

A healthcare system is a dynamic socio-technical system with complex interactions among 

various services and resources, described by a set of processes. The modeling, analysis and 

improvement of these processes are, since recent years, a field of researches and applications. 

Indeed, numerous research works take an interest on the engineering of these processes to 

manage patient information, improve quality patient care and patient safety, or else, decrease 

costs and time for patient treatment. In the process analysis field, some works focus on the use 

of simulation and on requirements proof, more oriented on the required adherence of 

requirements rather than satisfaction of requirements. 

For instance [12] takes an interest in the improvement of medical information system to gain 

time to access patient information. This research applies first Business Process Management 

principles by the modeling of the AS-IS process and the analysis of this model and the 

modeling of the TO-BE process. Then, a key metric is defined (e.g. measurement of time to 

notification) and assessed on the as-is process model and the to-be process model. This 

approach is helpful to evaluate the improvement of some performances requirements to be 

respected by the process. However, it does not allow to analyze other requirements that the 

process have to respect. In this context, this article focuses on interoperability requirements 

but other functional and non-functional requirement can be also analyzed using the same 

approach.  

In addition [13] and [14] focus on the use of simulation techniques to evaluate different 

characteristics in various cases of healthcare processes (e.g. operations of the surgical 

theatres, emergency care process). Once more, process is modeled and simulated by taking 

into account the same hypothesis as before. The AS-IS and TO-BE models are separately 

executed and submitted to various scenarios. Different TO-BE models can be compared 

indicating the more relevant solution of process reorganization to be implemented.  

Simulation is a well-known, equipped and used technique. It is done on a theoretical model 

whose behavior is considered to be similar to the behavior of the studied system. However, 

simulation is unable to assume all of the reachable system's behavioral scenarios. Then, the 

exploitation and the analysis of the results are difficult and require human expertise. Finally, 

although the main goals of research works presented hereinbefore attempt to improve 

healthcare processes, these did not consider other requirements than performance and 

particularly interoperability criteria in their analysis.  

At the opposite, the approach proposed by [15] focuses on the detection and the correction of 

defects that can occur in a clinical blood transfusion process. This detection is based on a 



verification technique that allows to determine i.e., to prove that a requirement is respected or 

to obtain a counter example showing the requirement cannot be satisfied. For this, the process 

is modeled using finite-state automaton language. A model checker analyzes behavior i.e., the 

various functioning states reached by the process and determines the truth value of the 

requirement. Detection of defects using techniques as presented in this approach allows to 

verify exhaustively a process - with several requirements – quickly and accurately. Moreover, 

some tools allow to show a counter example in the case of a requirement is violated. 

However, this approach does not propose a clear methodology to collect requirements and to 

obtain a repository to be used at will. Then, the model of the process uses a language such as 

finite state automaton which is difficult to understand and to use for a non-expert in 

comparison with less formal process modeling language. Furthermore, this work does not 

mention how to point out the detected problems. Moreover, it is to note that requirements 

shown in this approach are not related to interoperability. Works mentioned before show the 

interest and the importance to manage and to improve healthcare process engineering using 

analysis or formal verification techniques. Each has its own advantages but does not consider 

interoperability requirements (especially to make a set of requirements available for 

stakeholders), does not allow users to model their process with a user friendly language and 

does not point out the detected problem. Finally, it is to note that, regardless of application 

domains (crisis management, industrial, healthcare…), simulation techniques are more often 

used than model checking to perform verification of processes. The following table presents 

the previous approaches regarding to the interoperability analysis in collaborative context 

with regards to collaborative process modeling of the collaboration, the consideration of 

requirements modeling and the consideration of the identification of interoperability defect. 

Approach Process modeling 

consideration 

Requirement-based 

verification 

Interoperability defect 

identification 

[12] ++ -- -- 

[13] ++ - -- 

[14] + - -- 

[15] + ++ -- 

Table 1. Comparative study of approaches regarding to the proposed approach2 

                                                           
2 We adopt the following notation to evaluate existing research works: 

 ++: address the issue 

 +: relevant but partly address the issue 

 -: irrelevant to the issue 

 --: not considered 

 



3. Approach applied to healthcare sector 

The approach and contribution presented are related to the research developed in [16]. This 

approach highlights potential interoperability problems that can occur in a process, with the 

support of formal verification techniques. The verification is performed on a model of the 

collaborative process. The approach consists of a series of steps from the collection of needs 

to the implementation of the process (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. The approach applied to the healthcare sector (adapted from [16]) 

The first step consists in collecting healthcare needs through several interviews with 

stakeholders of various kinds, including: 

 Patients and care workers: homecare worker, volunteer 

 Care assistance actors: medical practitioner, pharmacist, nurse, physiotherapist, hospital 

department. 

 Supervising authorities and financiers: health department, health insurance fund, private 

health organization 

 Suppliers and service providers: ambulance driver, suppliers of medical devices, 

platforms, etc. 

The objective is to get a first repository of interoperability needs related to healthcare systems 
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other context. These needs are strongly business-oriented and related to the interoperability of 

healthcare process and specifically to the process under study.. This first repository is 

validated, completed and improved with the help of all the stakeholders. Alongside, an other 

repository (B) is built and includes three kinds of requirements. First, it considers the generic 

needs, i.e., the interoperability needs that can be verified on any process model in any context 

(e.g. industrial process). Second, it includes needs stemming from standards used in 

healthcare domain. Lastly, it includes also needs from recommendations issued by health 

authorities. It is to note that if a specific need appears to be sufficiently generic to be applied 

on any healthcare process, it can be include in this repository for a later use. Once the needs 

are extracted, they are clarified and re-expressed using a formulation that avoids all the 

problems of natural language such as omission, ambiguity, conflict, repetition and 

imprecision. The result of the re-formulation is a requirement, i.e., a “statement that specifies 

a function, ability or characteristic that a system must satisfy in a given context” [32]. Thus, 

the needs belonging to the previous repositories are re-expressed to get the interoperability 

requirements' repositories. Moreover, as the approach aims to identify and anticipate 

interoperability problems, it is necessary to classify and structure identified interoperability 

requirements to (1) detect problems as precisely as possible, (2) enable traceability and (3) 

implement appropriate corrective actions. To this purpose, [17] defines a generic 

interoperability requirements repository based on 4 classes such as: 

 Compatibility requirements, (interfacing aspects e.g. definitions of 

responsibilities/authorities, semantic of data…). 

 Interoperation requirements, (running phase of the collaboration and performance of the 

interactions, e.g. resource availability, quality of exchange, exchange time). 

 Autonomy requirements, (ability of stakeholders to independently maintain their autonomy 

- during collaboration) in terms of governance and operation. Governance autonomy means 

that stakeholders remain able to take their own decisions and to retain a space for decision-

making to reach their own objectives. Operational autonomy means that stakeholders can 

receive or provide services while operate [18]. 

 Reversibility requirements (end of the collaboration i.e. when partners stop their 

involvement in the care assistance) check whether partners are still able to achieve their 

objectives after the collaboration, despite adaptations or changes. 

Furthermore, for a better understanding and accuracy, a requirement is specified with the 

nature of the interoperability problem [5] as Conceptual (syntactic and semantic aspects of 



systems that interoperate, i.e., data model, semantic of data, expressivity…), Organizational 

(definition of responsibility, authorities as well as organizational structure to interact under 

good conditions), and Technological (use of information technologies and more precisely the 

standards that are used to present, store, exchange, process, and communicate data through the 

use of computers). All the requirements, with their classification, lead to a specific 

interoperability requirements repository for healthcare systems which is as exhaustive as 

possible (C, D). 

Afterwards, two steps are required before verification. Firstly, the model of the collaborative 

process has to be done. In our case, the modeling language used is BPMN [20] and provides a 

standardized notation readily understandable by all the stakeholders involved in the design, 

development and monitoring of the collaborative process (F). However, BPMN does not 

allow to consider and to model specific concepts or attributes related to interoperability but 

also to healthcare sector. In this case, it is necessary to enrich this modeling language to 

embed interoperability requirements. The proposed conceptual enrichments described in [20] 

include interoperability concepts. Secondly, depending on analysis needs, the requirements 

must be formalized under the form of properties so that formal verification techniques can be 

applied (E).  

Finally verification is performed on the process model, using either formal verification 

techniques or expertise (Figure 2) [21] [22] [23] [24] (G). The used formal techniques 

consider two temporal hypotheses. Firstly, a property is a-temporal i.e., independent of time 

and verifiable for all time of the collaboration. Secondly, a property is temporal i.e., 

dependent of time and verified only at some times of the collaboration. Thus, the first 

technique is based on Conceptual Graphs [25] [26] for a-temporal properties. The advantages 

are (1) it describes the collaborative process and interoperability requirements using the same 

language; (2) its graphical form is convenient to handle; (3) it has mathematical foundations 

and mechanisms [27]. The second technique is based on model checking [24] for temporal 

properties. The advantages are (1) it includes temporal aspects of the collaboration; (2) it 

considers all states of the collaborative process throughout the collaboration; (3) it gives 

formal proof of the problems that exist. Finally, expertise is deployed when interoperability 

requirements highlight particular perspectives that cannot be described due to modeling 

languages limitations. 

The use of these verification techniques requires that the collaborative process modeled using 

BPMN is translated into an equivalent model allowing verification techniques [29]. The first 

equivalent model enables to provide proof of a-temporal properties using Conceptual Graphs 



[16] and the verification is performed using the COGITANT tool [27]. The second equivalent 

model, for proof of temporal properties, is obtained using a behavioral modeling language 

called Network of Timed Automata (NTA) [16] [28] and the UPPAAL model checker is used 

[24]. 

 
Figure 2. Verification of healthcare assistance collaboration 

These transformations are based on rules defined and implemented without end-user’s action. 

For instance, regarding to the transformation into NTA, the source is a process model 

conforms to the BPMN metamodel and the target is a NTA conforms to the UPPAAL 

metamodel which represents the process model behavior. Thus, the modeling objects in the 

process model have an automaton expressing their own behavior. Figure 3 gives the principle 

of the transformation (full transformation principles can be found in [32]). 
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Figure 3. Principles of model transformation 

Lastly, to be able to verify the interoperability requirements, they had to be formalized using 

Conceptual Graphs and TCTL. In addition, expertise is used to verify requirements that 

cannot be formally proven. 

The result of the verification indicates whether or not a requirement is satisfied by the 

collaborative process model, highlighting the existence of an interoperability problem. Thus, 

if all selected requirements are satisfied by the collaborative process model, it can be 

implemented. Otherwise, (1) the collaborative process model is challenged to provide 

adequate solutions, and (2) the user can select other requirements before other verifications. 

4. Application to a collaborative process for complex patient assistance 

4.1 Healthcare interoperability needs 

The collaborative process requires to satisfy the needs formulated by stakeholders. They are 

mainly related to services (provided by actors), information about care assistance, data 

(security, memorisation, access...), training (good practices, protocols, reference model, 

feedback), user friendliness and interoperability. With regard to interoperability needs, they 

are generic, i.e., applicable to various types of collaborative processes in various domains of 

expertise, or specific to process related to healthcare systems. Hereafter eight needs related to 

interoperability are presented: 

Need 1: “The platform receives and sends document (e.g. invoice, patient file…)”. 

Need 2: “The platform uses and makes available some communication means between actors 

and persons concerned by care assistance”.  
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Need 3: “The platform lists and centralizes information (available resources, available 

places, services…) that can be necessary for the care assistance of complex patients 

(anticipate actions) and particular patient (fast action)”.  

Need 4: “The platform provides for each stakeholder access to modify or complete 

information for care assistance”.  

Need 5: “The platform coordinate and synchronize actors’ activities for care assistance 

(health professionals, service providers and medical devices; caregivers...)”. 

Need 6: “The period for assessing the condition of a patient in stable condition and its 

operations management must be less than 48 hours (this time for a patient whose situation 

deteriorates significantly and becomes critical, is to be defined)”. 

Need 7: “The platform must reduce the cost of care for patients in the reference group, 

relative to non-group monitoring, reaching at least an equal quality level”. 

Need 8: “There is a written and signed prescription, which is complete, readable, non-

ambiguous and with a clear content, for all medical procedures”.  

For instance, the first need is generic and already existing in the generic interoperability 

requirements repository [21]. That means it is usable in any other domain where information 

are shared. Regarding to the second, third, fourth, fifth and seventh need, they could be 

sufficiently generic to be applied in other domains (including other healthcare processes) 

where a platform, authorizations, coordination… are required. Lastly, regarding to the sixth 

and the eighth need, they are specific to the studied health care system and are implemented in 

the healthcare interoperability specific needs repository. 

4.2 Healthcare interoperability requirements 

First, the needs have to be expressed in such a way as to be expurgated of the faults inherent 

to natural language i.e., into requirements. Furthermore, the resulting requirements are 

classified to highlight a particular aspect of interoperability. The requirements extracted from 

the needs given in the previous section are as follows (the problem considered and the 

originating needs are in parenthesis). The first requirements are related to compatibility. This 

kind of requirement is considered as invariable before process execution and is related to the 

interfacing between participants (e.g. interface between platform and patient). 

Compatibility requirement 1 (technological - second need): “The platform provides the 

means of communication”. It indicates that all means of communication used during care 

assistance are provided by the platform. . 

Compatibility requirement 2 (organizational - fourth need): “The stakeholders have the 

necessary authorization to access the patients’ data”. It indicates that the care assistance 



stakeholders must be authorized to access a patient’s data to complete, remove, add or modify 

them. This requirement also needs to be verified with regard to suppliers, patients and general 

practitioners.  

Compatibility requirement 3 (technological - third need): “The platform includes a 

database which centralizes the information describing all stakeholders”. All information to be 

shared or exchanged regarding to stakeholders about the care assistance must be stored in a 

dedicated data base.  

The second set of requirements is related to interoperation and focuses on the ability to 

interact during process execution. The veracity of these requirements is considered variable 

during the collaboration in function of interactions between participants. 

Interoperation requirement 1 (organizational - first need): “For each datum received, a 

receipt is sent”. It indicates that a receipt has to be sent in response to all data (e.g. invoices) 

received by a partners during the collaborative process. The use of a receipt mechanism 

ensures that partners receives and sends datum really. 

Interoperation requirement 2 (organizational - seventh need): “The cost of care assistance 

is less than the cost of ordinary assistance”. It indicates that the implementation of a platform 

for care assistance must reduce the cost of care assistance compared to ordinary assistance. .  

Interoperation requirement 3 (organizational - sixth need): “The period between the 

beginning of the activity “initialize platform” and the activity “initialize care assistance” 

must be less than 48 hours”. In the case of a patient in a stable condition, the time lapse 

between the evaluation of the state of a patient and effective assistance must be less than 48 

hours. . 

Interoperation requirement 4 (organizational - fifth need): “Actors’ activities are 

coordinated”. It indicates that all activities performed by actors during care assistance must 

be coordinated. For instance, the implementation of a given therapeutic protocol involving 

different health experts and different drugs with possible harmful interactions, etc. requires 

considerable coordination to perform the process safely.  

Interoperation requirement 5 (conceptual - eighth need): “Each medical procedure 

matches a written prescription”. It is to note that other requirements can be extracted from 

this need, showing the importance to re-express needs into requirements for their future 

verification. For instance, “each medical procedure matches a signed prescription” or “a 

prescription is readable” and so on, are requirements coming from the same need. 

Finally, it is to note that no requirements related to autonomy and reversibility are defined 

from the needs.  



4.3 Healthcare interoperability properties 

Depending on their temporal nature, requirements must be formalized. In this case, a-temporal 

requirements are formalized using Conceptual Graphs and Temporal requirements are 

formalized using temporal logic (TCTL). For a better understanding of the formalization 

process and the use of the verification techniques, a brief introduction to the principles of 

Conceptual Graphs and TCTL is proposed.  

Conceptual Graphs verification is done with mathematical mechanisms called projection. It 

consists in the projection of a constraint on the Conceptual Graph representing the model of 

the process. Two kinds of projection are executed: positive (projection of a cause and a 

conclusion) or negative (projection of a simple graph) [27]. The projection mechanism is the 

projection of a given requirement translated into a Conceptual Graph (property), on a 

Conceptual Graph that represents the model of the process. 

For instance, the first compatibility requirement is modeled using a Conceptual Graph in 

Figure 4. It means (compatibility requirement 1) that a participant in the process corresponds 

to the platform (participant has name platform) and has a resource such as communication 

device. It is made up of a cause and a conclusion. This requirement will be satisfied if (1) the 

cause is projected on the Conceptual Graph that represents the process model, and (2) the 

requirement can be fully projected (cause and conclusion) on the process model.  

 
Figure 4. Example of a requirement modeled with a conceptual graph 

Verification with the model checker uses TCTL to consider several possible futures based on 

the state of a system and relies on modalities (e.g. it is possible to reach a state in which the 

property is satisfied). The model checker exhaustively verifies properties through all the 

reachable execution paths of the behavioral models. For instance, the third requirement is 

modeled as follows:  
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E<> InitializePlatform_.timeMax - InitializeCareassistance_.timeMin < 48 

It will be satisfied if it exists a path in the process where the difference between the end time 

of the activity “Initialize platform” and the start time of the activity “Initialize care 

assistance” is less than 48 time units (hours in this case). The compatibility requirements 

presented hereafter have a-temporal aspect and are formalized into properties with positive 

constraints using Conceptual Graphs (Figure 5). 



 
Figure 5. Compatibility requirements formalized using Conceptual Graphs 

The interoperation requirements presented hereafter have both a-temporal and temporal 

aspects.  

Compatibility Requirement 1 (CR1) Compatibility Requirement 3 (CR3)

Compatibility Requirement 2 (CR2)



 
Figure 6. Interoperation requirements formalized using TCTL 

For a better understanding, interoperation requirements IR4 can be interpreted as follows: “it 

exists a path in the process within the activities to monitor process implementation and to 

receive protocol are executed between the start date and the end date of the activity to manage 

assistance”. Finally, the second and the fifth interoperation requirements (IR2 and IR5) 

cannot be verified on the process model because their concepts are not included. These 

requirements are verified using the expertise technique. 

4.4 Healthcare collaborative process model3 

The process model set up five types of participants: platform, stakeholders (except for 

medical practitioners), suppliers, patients and general practitioners.  

The platform is “responsible” for assisting health actors, coordinating, and optimizing means 

and resources to ensure care assistance from its initialization to its end. It must therefore deal 

with all data related to the care assistance process (patient medical files, incident cards, 

situation reports, protocol…). These data are collected and stored in a database and shared by 

participants. They are also updated (creation, modification, cancelling) according to defined 

authorizations and with a dedicated software. The platform also implements all care assistance 

tasks, including critical steps such as: 

                                                           
3 A demonstration is available at: goo.gl/TBYHk1. 

Interoperability Requirement 1 (IR1) Interoperability Requirement 4 (IR4)

Interoperability Requirement 3 (IR3)

E<> InitializePlatform_.timeMax - InitializeCareassistance_.timeMin < 48

E<>

((Monitorprocessimplementation_.timeMin and Receiveprotocol_.timeMin) 

> Tomanageassistance_.timeMin) 

and 

((Monitorprocessimplementation_.timeMax and Receiveprotocol_.timeMax) 

< Tomanageassistance_.timeMax)

https://goo.gl/TBYHk1


 The initialization of the care assistance. It initializes the patient file, evaluates the state and 

situation of the patient and decides whether the patient is eligible for care assistance. It 

specifies a classical therapeutic protocol; validates the availability and capacity of the 

protocol, devices and stakeholders. 

 The definition of the therapeutic process. It defines/modifies (feedback coming from the 

management of process implementation) the objective of the protocol, plans the actions of 

the care assistance, and optimizes resources. 

 The management of process implementation. It launches the therapeutic protocol, and 

evaluates (1) the conformity of the application regarding the description of the previously 

defined protocol, and (2) the situation and state of the patient. This activity also analyzes 

the difference between the objective of the protocol and the real situation of the patient and 

can request protocol modifications. 

The stakeholders, suppliers, patients and medical practitioners are involved in the care 

assistance through the use of the platform. More precisely, these participants are highly 

involved in defining the therapeutic process to be implemented and managing the 

implementation of the therapeutic process. All message flows between the activities from 

different participants (e.g. between To define protocol and Define protocol) represents an 

interaction (e.g. exchange of information). The full process model where interoperability 

requirements will have to be verified is given in figure 7.  

Then, the verification of an interoperability requirement is closely related to the model used 

for the collaborative process and the interoperability concepts that embedded in this model. 

Although a given modeling language offers the possibility of reaching a full model for a 

specific field, it may require adaptations to be deployed in another field. This is the case of 

BPMN, perfectly adapted to the Information and Technology context, but which suffers lacks 

in other contexts (as interoperability in healthcare process). This means that enrichments of 

the modeling language must be performed to consider interoperability concepts and 

furthermore healthcare concepts. Thus, depending on the context in which the approach is 

applied, this enrichment can be carried out in two ways: conceptual and operational. 

Conceptual enrichment consists in adding attributes to modeling elements. For instance, the 

interoperation requirement IR4 considers the start date and the end date of the activity “to 

manage assistance”. However, BPMN does not allow specifying these two attributes on an 

activity. It is necessary to enrich the language to consider these attributes and furthermore to 

verify the requirement. The result of this enrichment allows actors to model their 

collaborative process according to the context concerned, as well as to collect a maximum 



amount of knowledge for elements involved in its execution and related to interoperability. 

This allows, as well, the use of formal verification techniques such as model checking. 

 
Figure 7. Business process model of the platform of complex patient care assistance 

4.5 Verification of the healthcare business process model and analysis of results 

Once the model is performed, the stakeholders need to select a set of requirements previously 

expressed in conceptual graph and/temporal logic by an expert in formal verification. To this 

purpose, a set of requirements that formally express those presented in section 4.2 - but 

always in natural language to be understandable – are made available. They are selected and 

instantiated with information coming from the process model. For instance, the formal 

requirement “if task exists then resource is used » coming from the compatibility requirement 

3 is instantiated with the name of tasks and resources deployed in the process. Thus, the 

stakeholder can build the requirement “if Update platform data exists then DataBase is used” 

to make sure that the platform really use a database when information are updated. The 

following figure shows the principle of the selection and instantiation of a requirement with 

the aim of its verification. The set of information that clarifies the requirement (nature, i.e., 

Temporal/A-temporal, type, i.e., Organizational, Technological…, verification technique, i.e., 

model checking, conceptual graph) is given to the stakeholders. 



 

Figure 8. Selection and instantiation of requirement by the stakeholders 

Then, the verification is performed and the results are brought to stakeholders' attention. The 

process model is transformed into a conceptual graph and a NTA in order to apply both kinds 

of requirements. These transformations and the verification are automated without other 

handling for the end-users. Lastly, let’s note that the Conceptual Graph that represents the 

requirement “if Update platform exists then DataBase is used” is given in figure 5 

(Compatibility Requirement 3). Figure 9 shows the results of the verification of 

interoperability requirements on the healthcare process model. 



 
Figure 9. Results of the interoperability requirements verification 

The results indicate that the compatibility requirements “CR3 stakeholder authorization” and 

the interoperation requirements “IR1 receipt mechanism” and “IR4 coordination” are not 

satisfied. For instance, the Compatibility requirement CR3 indicates that stakeholders do not 

have the authorization to access data as required to participate to the definition of the 

protocol. Without this authorizations stakeholder cannot participate efficiently to the building 

of the appropriate therapeutic protocol. Indeed, the non respect of this requirement leads to: 

 A loss of time (1) to establish or modify the protocol, (2) to find and to exchange/share the 

right datum - with other actors - to defines a protocol outside the collaborative process;  

 A deterioration of the quality of the protocol due to the risk of exchange of wrong 

information (bad optimization of resources, unavailable resources, wrong patient 

information, non ability of a given resource…) and, more than anything; 

 A possible harmful impact on the patient in terms of care assistance that can lead to a serious 

degradation of its situation. 

Finally, the verification of the last requirement (IR 2) is performed by expertise and not 

considered here. The problems highlighted for each unsatisfied requirement can be corrected 

before the care assistance becomes effective and it is possible to perform the verification until 

all selected interoperability requirements are satisfied. 



5. Discussion about the use of the approach 

The main objective of the approach is to show the applicability and the contribution of the 

process modeling and formal methods to the management of collaborative process and 

interoperability. It can be difficult to extract and re-express a right requirement(s) from a need 

formulated by all the stakeholders. These difficulties come from the natural language 

(omission, ambiguity…) but also from the specificities of the business language used within a 

specific field (healthcare in the application). Work such as the OMG SBVR standard [30] can 

be used to make the requirement writing process easier. In this way, the purpose of a limited 

but formal and sufficient business language can allow to express requirements, faster and 

more efficiently. Recent works presented in [31] propose to use a dedicated language that 

helps actors to write their own requirements to be verified. 

A specific interoperability requirement repository regroups all the requirements identified by 

stakeholders. It can be improved by stakeholders themselves to be as exhaustive as possible 

and relevant to the needs related to their domain. Furthermore, the generic interoperability 

requirement repository - independent from the studied domain - must be regularly updated 

with new generic requirements. Hence, the formalization of requirements, into properties, 

using Conceptual Graphs and TCTL, may appear time-consuming and difficult (e.g. modeling 

of Conceptual Graphs). However, once requirements have been formalized they can be 

incorporated in a repository (modifiable, add-on, removal) that can be re-used at will, 

according to needs analysis, the process model, etc. 

Formal verification can be used as a complement to human expertise when it is possible. 

Indeed, formal verification can remedy some gaps and problems inherent to human expertise. 

Human expertise requires considerable skill, and verification based on this technique can lead 

to the misinterpretation of problems, non-identification of problems (complex process model, 

decomposition of activity into sub process, understanding of the process), incorrectly 

identified problems (e.g. model checking can give a counter example if a given requirement is 

not verified), the time required to identify problems, and the impossibility to identify time-

related problems. In that sense, this kind of approach can be a support, particularly in 

processes such as healthcare or crisis management which require a special attention from 

actors and for which the time to react and to implement relevant corrective actions must be 

reduced or, at least, under control. 

Lastly, the use and the success of the approach depend on several considerations. First, it 

depends strongly on the process model which must be well formed in accordance with 

modeling rules, so that the transformations and verification can be applied. Indeed these rules 



- especially to get a NTA that can be executed - are based on the BPMN modeling rules and 

without a well formed model, verification cannot be performed. Then it depends on the 

information included into the model. The requirements are based on information coming from 

the model and populated by the stakeholders (duration, name, resource…). Without or with 

partial information, requirements cannot be expressed and verified. Lastly, it depends on 

allowed transformations. To this end, new transformation rules are regularly tested and 

implemented to allow the modeling of more complex process models. 

6. Conclusion and prospects 

In a collaborative context, interoperability is becoming important, especially in critical 

collaborative processes such as in healthcare sector. The application presented shows the use 

of formal techniques to highlight potential interoperability problems as quickly as possible 

and with confidence. Furthermore, the use of the approach before process execution allows 

partners to avoid common problems that could occur during implementation. Indeed the 

approach allows to identify problems of interoperability on a process model, by using 

verification techniques and offers an indication 1) on the nature of interoperability problem 

(conceptual, technological, organizational) and 2), on the moment at which the problem can 

occur (interfacing phase of partners, execution phase, disassembling phase). The approach 

allows also to examine the interoperability solutions to be deployed. Indeed, the indication of 

the identified problem can be used to find an adapted solution. For instance the 

interoperability framework such as proposed in [5] provides a set of interoperability solutions 

according to the nature of problems. Then, some interoperability requirements verifications 

are not considered by the approach (e.g. interoperation requirement 2). As a consequence, we 

propose using complementary verification techniques such as simulation based on distributed 

multi-agent systems to improve interoperability problem detection. The approach has also to 

consider the space of solutions to propose appropriate solutions to the highlighted problems. 

Lastly, even though the approach focuses on the interoperability requirements, it is to note 

that it can be used to develop other categories of requirements (e.g. functional, interface…). 

In that case, the process model should be extended to embed attributes and information to 

express these kinds of requirements and equivalent models (into the targeted verification 

models) should be developed and automated. 
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